What Should My Child Be Doing?

Here are some things that your child should be doing every day:

Age – 30 Months

- knows the meaning of
  - big
  - little
  - more
  - a lot
  - a little bit
- begins to add endings to words like
  - “running”
  - balls
  - mommy’s hat
- says 350 words or more and learns new words every week
- uses action words like “running, spill, playing”
- uses easy sounds at the start and end of simple words
- tries to say words that have 2 to 3 parts - “banana may sound like “nana” and water may sound like “wawa”
- takes short turns with other children but still has trouble sharing
- is worried when another child is hurt or sad
- pretend play has many steps (feeds a doll and puts her to sleep, fills toy car with gas and drives it away)
- recalls and understands stories and songs that they know well